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About
Developing executive key talents
through a unique leadership learning
experience.
UBS Wealth Management and
Business Banking is the world’s leading
wealth manager, as well as market
leader in Switzerland in retail and
commercial banking.

Objective
Following an intensive organisationwide dialogue ‘Leading for Growth’
which set a compelling leadership
agenda, the ‘Executive Leadership
Development Experience’ was initiated
to give selected executive key talents
the opportunity to improve their
personal leadership impact. Executive
key talents are already at Executive
Director or Managing Director level
with long-standing line manager
experience and the objectives are for
them to:
§

§
§

§

Systematically identify their
strengths and areas for
development
Maximise their individual potential
as a leader
Work on personal leadership
challenges defined with their line
manager
Receive ongoing coaching over a
period of a year as they follow this
development path

Impact worked in close partnership
with Patrick Wolf and Sandro Muri from
UBS Learning & Development Center
in Zurich to design a unique learning
experience that forms the centrepiece
of a one-year Development Path.

www.impactinternational.com

Solution
Preparation phase - Both the talent
and their line manager fill out a
competency-based questionnaire and
outline the challenges ahead of them,
as preparation for the initial coaching
session prior to the experience.
The learning experience - The core
component is a sophisticated
leadership simulation built around the
real challenges of the business and
themed to reflect UBS values and
current challenges: growth, dynamics
in an emerging market, client-centric
approach and the need or an
integrated business model.
The 24-hour simulation culminates in a
strategy and leadership dialogue with
a member of the UBS Group Managing
Board and a presentation to a fictional
client delegation – headed by one of
Switzerland’s most famous actors!
Each participant receives feedback on
an ongoing basis. The experience
concludes with a contrasting period of
self-reflection, exchange feedback
with peers and receive coaching on
health and self–management issues.
Execution and follow-up phase Crucially, individuals will follow the
development path agreed with their
line manager, with the support of three
face-to-face coaching sessions and an
opportunity to be observed in action by
a fellow participant in a leadership jobshadowing experience.

Results
'The pilot program was rated a great
success and three more are planned.
What we especially appreciated in
working with Impact was having a truly
experienced design partner who dared
to ask relevant questions about the
main strategic agenda of our firm.
This ensured that we came up with a
highly elaborate and very real
development platform on which the
participants were facing UBS business
dilemmas and really needed to take on
leadership.
Our executive key talents certainly
enjoyed the highly challenging three
days and we are convinced that it will
help them on their way to becoming the
top leaders of tomorrow.’
Patrick Wolf
Key Talent Leadership Development
UBS Global Wealth Management &
Business Banking

